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This paper will reassess the role of the Black woman in Black
resistance before the Civil War. In the process it will attempt to
destroy two myths: 1) that Blacks were passive victims of slavery
and oppression and 2) that those persons who did resist their
victimization were men. It will point out that the Black woman's
oppression under slavery was certainly different and arguably worse
than the Black male's because she was sexually oppressed. Finally, it
will show that Black women equally challenged slavery along with their
male counterparts, using the same methods as they as well as their
own unique methods which responded to the unique oppressions they
faced as Black women. As much as possible, the role of the Black
woman in Black resistance will be gleaned from sources which directly
relate her experiences. These include female slave narratives, docu
mentary source references, anti-slavery newspapers, the judicial cases
2
on American slavery, as well as a number of secondary sources. It is
hoped that these sources will reveal the ways Black women forged their
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In the first chapter of her pioneering work Women, Race and
Class, Angela Davis succinctly states:
If and when a historian sets the record straight on the
experience of enslaved Black women, she (or he) will have
performed an inestimable service . . . (and) not for the sake
of historical accuracy alone . . . for lessons can be gleaned
from the slave era which will shed light upon the Black
1
women's and all women's current battle for emancipation.
The advent of Black Studies and Women's Studies and their acceptance
as valid areas of academic scholarship fulfilled the demand by Blacks
and women for relevancy and inclusion in the "traditional" spheres of
academia. However, despite this progressive advance, the scholarship
on Black women has been slow in coming. On the bottom of the
proverbial totem pole (consisting of white men, white women, Black men
and Black women), Black women until recently had been excluded as
serious subjects in various historical, sociological, psychological,
political and economic studies, except in the most cursory or
derogatory manner. That is to say, the Black woman is discussed
either as an exception, in the realm of the family, or in terms of her
sexuality. As author Paul A. Giddings aptly assessed: "despite the
range and significance of our history, we have been perceived as token
1
Angela Davis, Women, Race and Class (New York: Vintage
Books/Random House, 1983), 4.
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women in Black texts and token Blacks in feminist ones." Perhaps the
most misunderstood area is the condition of the Black woman, both
slave and free, during the antebellum era and her role in Black
resistance against slavery, oppression and inequality. Despite the
historical myths, it is an established fact that Blacks have always
resisted against their enslaved condition. On the shores of Africa,
on slave ships, and on American soil, Blacks mutinied, jumped ship,
committed suicide and murdered, rather than submit to enslavement.
They developed methods of resisting their condition while also
preserving their African culture and sustaining a Black community. In
all of these experiences Black women played a significant role.
Joanne Grant in her book Black Protest observed that, "The main
thrust of the Negro protest has been to take a rightful place in
3
American life, side by side with white Americans." In terms of the
antebellum era this more specifically translates into ensuring
survival, eradicating slavery and securing freedom and equality. In
this light, resistance would include any attempt to thwart the
psychological and physical oppression of slavery. For example, it was
illegal for Blacks to read and write or to secure any form of
education. Therefore, the ability to defy this condition may be
2
Paula A. Giddings, When and Where I Enter: The Impact of Black
Women on Race and Sex in America (New York: William Morrow and Co.,
Inc., 1984), 5.
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Joanne Grant, ed., Black Protest, History, Documents and
Analysis (New York: Fawcett Premier, 1968), 7.
considered a form of resistance. The purpose of this paper is to
document the ability of Black slave women and free Black women to
counteract or defeat slavery and oppression during the antebellum era
via four specific methods: legal manuevers, day to day resistance,
running away and organizing slave rebellions, and organizing protest
movements in the North.
Although Blacks were generally forbidden access to the legal
process, a sizable number of both slave and free utilized the legal
system to gain their freedom, sue their owners or guardians, secure an
education, and address other miscellaneous grievances. By far the
most common form of resistance was the day to day method used by Black
women slaves as an effective means of defying the slave system. They
included work stoppages, food poisoning, and fighting the master or
mistress, as well as other less acknowledged tactics such as the
creation and use of contraceptives and abortives, feigned illnesses
and self-mutilation. Running away and organizing slave rebellions
were two other common tactics. Although the majority of runaways were
male, there was a sizable number of female fugitives who devised
ingenious methods to escape the chains of slavery. Organized
rebellions involved a group of slaves conspiring in order to secure
their freedom, and most involved a significant number of Black women.
Finally, female members of the free Black community used their
4
Herbert Aptheker, American Negro Slave Revolts (New York:
International Publishers, 1963), 162.
position and talents to organize against slavery and oppression. Many
were abolitionists who manned the Underground Railroad, lectured on
the anti-slavery circuit, worked with white female anti-slavery
organizations and formed their own Black female anti-slavery groups as
well. Others published newspapers, letters, essays and pamphlets
relating their views on slavery and religion. And still others
established aid societies to help improve the conditions in the Black
community, as well as to raise money for other organizations and
individuals fighting for the rights of Black people.
Life for the enslaved Black woman and the free Black woman was
a daily struggle for survival, albeit in different ways. As one
scholar put it, "... [N]othing could be counted on in a world where
5
even when you were a solution you were a problem." The enslaved
Black woman was the most vulnerable to the physical abuses of slavery.
She had to endure the same back-breaking labor as men. Female slaves
cleared land, hauled logs, plowed and hoed fields, dug ditches, built
roads and picked cotton. In addition, they performed gender-specific
jobs by working as cooks, laundresses, nannies, seamstresses, and
6
midwives. In terms of oppression, the whip was wrought equally upon
5
Bert James Lowenberg and Ruth Bogin, eds. Black Women in
Nineteenth Century American Life; Their Words, Their Thoughts, Their
Feelings (University Park, Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania State
University Press, 1976), 256.
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Deborah Grey White, Ar'n't I A Woman?: Female Slaves in the
Plantation South (New York: W. W. Norton Co., 1985), 120, 128-129.
the female and the male. Most unfortunate was the indiscriminate
sexual abuse of slave women by white men. Although rape was the most
7
and other punishments, and forced to breed slave children. Despite
violent manifestation of sexual exploitation, other forms of sexual
assault were equally as prevalent. Slave women were routinely
stripped and fondled on the auction block, exposed during whippings
these hardships, Black women raised families, built support systems
and nurtured their own traditions and culture within the slave
community. The role of the female slave network was not only
important to the slave community at large, but also crucial in the
maintenance of a woman's culture which allowed Black women to assist
8
one another in the dual role of laborer and homemaker.
The free Black woman was in a somewhat improved situation.
Most important she had the satisfaction of being free. Nevertheless,
she faced unique hardships of her own. Free Blacks were seen as a
threat in the white communities of the North and the South. Many
Southern states adopted laws requiring newly freed slaves to leave the
state within a specified period of time upon manumission. In both
regions, their free status put them in direct competition with whites
and immigrants for jobs, a particular hardship for skilled Black
males. Free Black women worked mostly as washerwomen, laundresses,
seamstresses and servants. A smaller number were self-employed as
7
White, Ar'n't I, 33.
8
Ibid., 119-141.
vendors of small wares and baked goods or as boarding house managers.
Northern employment opportunities expanded a bit to include nursing
9
and teaching. A small but significant number of learned,
economically secure, politically active northern free Black women were
able to work as teachers, writers, lecturers and activists. The
earnings of all free Black women often went toward the purchase of
enslaved family members or to assist in anti-slavery work. Although
economic survival left little time for social activities, free women
did participate in civic groups which allowed them to address the
cultural, social and political needs of their community. Many of the
activities were church related. Aid societies, literary societies and
anti-slavery groups were popular among the well-to-do free Black
women.
As much as possible, the role of the Black woman in Black
resistance will be gleaned from sources which directly relate her
experiences. These include female slave narratives, documentary
source references, anti-slavery newspapers, the judicial cases on
American slavery, as well as a number of secondary sources. It is
hoped that these sources will reveal the ways Black women forged their
own paths in their struggle against slavery and oppression. The
sources for the most part relate the experiences of those Black women
who were able to secure an education, acquire some semblance of
9
Rosalind Savage, "Some Aspects of the life of the Free Afro-
American Woman, 1800-1860" (M.A. Thesis, Atlanta University, 1976),
11-14.
economic security, or participate with anti-slavery organizations
which helped them document and publish their experiences. Missing is
that portion of Black women who did not have these advantages and,
therefore, were not able to tell their story.
CHAPTER I
THE USE OF THE LEGAL SYSTEM TO SECURE FREEDOM, SUE OWNERS OR
GUARDIANS AND ADDRESS MISCELLANEOUS GRIEVANCES
The status of the slave as property and the free Black as a
non-person generally meant that utilizing the court system to secure
freedom and address various grievances was not an avenue taken by
many. It was equally unusual for Black women to seek legal redress
via the courts. Undoubtedly, Black women were aware of the
difficulties of taking legal action against whites. In 1859, when
Cordelia Loney of Fredricksberg, Virginia made known to the Vigilance
Committee of Pennsylvania her desire to be free, they told her she had
one of two ways to gain that freedom--either to "retire quietly"
(runaway) or sue her mistress in a court of law on the grounds that
she was free in the state of Pennsylvania. She chose the former.
Even the backing of a well-organized anti-slavery group was not
10
enough to convince her to confront her owner in court.
The judicial cases between 1619 and 1865 involving Black women
reflect a number of factors. First, despite restrictions on Blacks
and women, Black women felt entitled to utilize the legal process to
address their concerns. Although they were by and large represented
10
William Still, The Underground Railroad (New York: Arno
Press, Inc., 1968), 112-113.
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by others, there are a few instances where they represented
themselves, as was the case of Lucy Terry of Colonial Massachusetts,
who argued a number of her own cases on various separate occasions.
Second, the cases reveal that both free and enslaved Black women were
abreast of the law and the legal process; were capable of
understanding legal contracts; and could formulate solid and
persuasive legal arguments, many of which pointed out the
contradictions inherent in the law and society's treatment of Blacks.
The number of such cases is impressive and will highlight the various
issues Black women brought before the courts, and offer some
indication of their treatment and the success rate of their cases.
The cases involving Black women can be divided into two basic
categories, namely, suits for freedom involving both slave and free
women and suits for the redress of miscellaneous grievances. Of the
two categories, suits for freedom were by far the most numerous.
Black women plaintiffs (or their representatives) argued for their
freedom by will or deed, by descendancy from free Black women, by
reason of false imprisonment, and by use of political ideology. The
burden of proof in all cases rested with the Black person. If there
was any shadow of doubt in a case, the law was bent toward keeping the
Black woman in an enslaved condition. This was the hard lesson
learned by Mary of Louisiana. In August 1834 the court ruled against
her claim that she was freed by the will of John Marshall of Georgia,
10
11
stating that she failed to produce any proof of the fact. In an
early Maryland case, another woman sued on the grounds that her mother
was brought to Colonial America from Madagascar. However, she lost
the case because Madagascar was a part of the slave trade and,
therefore, she needed to produce proof that her mother was a free
12
woman, which she failed to do. A much later case involving a
similar issue proved to be successful for its Black woman plaintiff.
Charlotte of Missouri in 1847 brought a suit for freedom on grounds
that her mother was born in Montreal and that slavery did not exist by
law in Canada. This interesting case appeared before the courts a
total of four times with much deliberation. The jury finally agreed
that slavery did not exist by law in Canada and, therefore, Charlotte
13
was entitled to her freedom.
A will or deed was never totally binding when it came to
Blacks. Black women were often sold numerous times even when the
stipulations concerning their manumission were explicitly stated in
the document. Take for example, the case involving a Virginia slave
11
Helen T. Catterall, ed. Judicial Cases Concerning American
Slavery and the Negro, 5 vols. (New York: Octagon Books, Inc., 1968),
3:502. Most of the cases dealt with in this section are those that
reached the highest colonial or state courts during the antebellum
era. Therefore, they represent the most important cases involving
Black women. (Henceforth, citations to this source will be shortened








named Maria. The 1790 will of her owner stated that she was to become
the property of his son William until she reached the age of thirty-
one, at which time she would be manumitted. In the meantime, she was
sold four times and had four children. When she reached the age of
thirty-one, Maria sued her current owner for her freedom. The
Virginia courts ruled that Maria was indeed free; however, her four
children remained the slaves of her current owner as they were born
14
before she reached the age of thirty-one.
Even if it was clear that the owner had explicit intentions of
freeing his/her slaves, unless the stipulations were clearly stated in
the deed or will, difficulties often arose in court. In 1848, Nancy,
a Tennessee slave, sued to have her freedom granted according to the
will of her owner Abram Earhart. A stipulation of Earhart's will was
that his slaves would be moved from Tennessee to Ohio and then
manumitted. In addition, the will was filed in North Carolina. The
court ruled that Earhart could not by will free his slaves in North
Carolina and make his executors transport them to Ohio to manumit
them. Whether Nancy and the other slaves were finally granted their
15
freedom regardless was not mentioned. In 1854, Betty of Virginia,
along with other slaves, sued for their freedom on grounds that they
were manumitted by the deed of Smith. In this case, it was revealed
that Smith was an illiterate and suffered from other "vices", and may
14




have had someone help him draw up the deed. The confusion centered
around the fact that although in the document he expressed a desire to
free his slaves and leave them land and possessions, he also stated
16
that they would prefer to be "servants to any good man."
Many wills and deeds established unusual stipulations for
freedom. An 1828 case involving a Virginia slave named Jenny revealed
that her owner Talbert would free her after she gave birth to one
child for every one of his own (numbering five). Jenny had given
birth to six children when she was informally given by Talbert to his
son Charles, with plans for her offspring to be divided among the
other Talbert children. Eventually, in 1803, Talbert freed Jenny and
one son. Later she had two more children. When Charles Talbert
attempted to claim her last three children as slaves, she sued for
17
their freedom and won.
There are a number of cases with Black women plaintiffs who
brought suits for freedom based on their descendancy from free Black
women. Because the mother's status determined the status of her
children, many Black women, often two or three generations removed,
went to court to prove their descendancy from free Black women. In
1838, a Kentucky slave named Eliza maintained that her mother and her
16





offspring were freed by deed in 1813. Another Kentucky case in
1855 involved Emily Parker who maintained that her great-grandmother
Poll was freed by deed in 1814. All of the plaintiffs in this case
19
were the children and grandchildren of Poll's daughter Lucretia. In
an 1858 Virginia case, Gracey and her nine children sued to protect
their freedom on the grounds that Gracey's mother Nan was never a
slave. Nan and her children were apparently bound out to service for
many years. Nan herself was even listed in a county register as being
born free but bound to service. Based on these facts, the court ruled
that her daughter Gracey was able to maintain her freedom, despite
efforts by her "owner" to retain her service, as there was no evidence
20
that indicated that her mother Nan was ever a slave. Some Black
women even sued for freedom on the grounds of descendancy from free
non-Black women. Two unusual Maryland cases occurred in the late
1700s. Mary Butler and Eleanor Toogood both sued for their freedom on
21
the grounds that they were descendants of free white women. In
1856, a Texas woman named Ann also tried to sue on grounds of white
extraction. However, it seems her case was based more on looks than
fact. The court did acknowledge that she looked white, but further
18







investigation revealed that her grandmother was a mulatto and that
22
both her grandmother and mother were slaves.
Kidnapping was another major factor in suits for freedom by
descendancy. Free Blacks in particular always had to be on guard
against whites who would merely seize them and claim them as slaves.
In the 1828 Virginia case of Arthur vs. Chavis, Milly Chavis sued for
her freedom on the grounds that she was stolen from her mother, a free
woman, by Davis when she was six or seven years old. The strong
supporting evidence that allowed Chavis to initially win the case was
the fact that there was evidence which suggested that the stolen child
had a scar on her thigh, a scar which Chavis also had. However, the
23
decision was reversed when a bill of sale to Davis was produced. In
another Virginia case, a woman named Unis sued for her freedom
claiming she was the daughter of a free Connecticut woman who was
abducted and sold as a slave. In the end, a decision in her favor was
reversed when the court decided that the evidence produced was
24
hearsay.
Cases involving the charge of "false imprisonment and assault
and battery" appeared often in the judicial cases. They differed
little from the other suits for freedom based on will, deed or
22






descendancy except that the charges seemed to be levied against
individuals who, although aware of the plaintiff's free status,
claimed them as a slave or kept them in servitude. Alice of the
District of Columbia brought such charges when she proved that she was
being unjustly held by an individual who knew of her free status and
25
the fact that her papers proving such were lost. In 1796, a
Virginia slaveowner named Clarke stipulated in his will that his slave
Jane would be free when she reached the age of twenty-five.
Subsequently, Jane was given to his daughter Sarah as a gift. Jane
charged assault and battery and false imprisonment when Sarah would
not free her when she reached her twenty-fifth birthday. The court
ruled that although Clarke intended to free Jane, his gift of her to
26
his daughter bestowed upon the daughter rightful ownership. In
1836, an Illinois "woman of color" named Juliet brought action against
a person named Boon for "an assault and batteries [sic] on her sons,
Peter, Harrison, and Enoch ..." The court established that Juliet
was registered in Illinois and that the children of registered Negroes
27
in Illinois are free.
Occupation on free soil was another legal avenue used by Black
women to secure freedom. It is evident that owners were often
25






careless about where they transported their slaves. In most of the
cases, the women were the slaves of owners who would move them to a
different state apparently under the assumption that the laws of the
new state would not apply or that their slaves were not knowledgable
enough about the laws to recognize that they were on free soil. In
Virginia in 1808, one Sarah obtained an injunction to restrain the
defendant from carrying her out of the commonwealth of Virginia,
28
asserting her right to freedom. Susanna, who was born in
Pennsylvania in 1780 when an act of gradual abolition of slavery was
passed, sued for her freedom after her owner returned to Virginia.
Virgnia law did not permit a person free in Pennsylvania to be held a
29
slave in Virginia. Sarah of Delaware sued for her freedom in 1838
on the grounds that her mother and ten other slaves were illegally
30
sold out of Delaware to Maryland, a violation of Delaware law. In
182A a Missouri slave named Winny was granted her freedom on grounds
that her owners held her in slavery in Illinois, part of the Northwest
31
Territory in which the introduction of slaves was illegal. Nancy
Jackson appealed to the court in 1837 that she was being "illegally
28








confined" by her owner, a Georgia resident temporarily residing in
32
Connecticut. Priscilla, a free woman of color from Louisiana, sued
for her freedom and won on grounds that she had been on free soil in
33
France.
Clearly only the most confident of Black women used political
ideology to argue for their freedom. Jenny Slew of Ipswich,
Massachusetts used the Bill of Rights as her base and sued her master
John Whipple on the grounds that her freedom was being withheld
illegally. Although in the first round her master filed a countersuit
and won, claiming that no Jenny Slew existed, she appealled to a
34
superior court where she won her freedom and monetary damages. In
1781, Elizabeth Freeman, an ancestor of Du Bois, also used the
Revolutionary Philosophy as her legal weapon in a case that
effectively insisted that the Bill of Rights established Blacks as
35
persons in the state of Massachusetts.
Finally, Black women took legal action for the redress of
miscellaneous grievances covering a range of issues. A number of
Black women went to court for the protection of their property.
32




Lorenzo Greene, The Negro in Colonial New England (New York:
Atheneum, 1971), 293-294.
35
Giddings, When and Where, 40.
18
Fanny, Polly and other slaves sued to make sure they not only received
the freedom granted by their owner in her 1804 will, but the
36
furniture, land, crops and cows as well. Lucy Prince was another
not shy of legal confrontation. As early as 1775 she led her family
in a suit requesting protection from white neighbors who were
harassing them, a request which was granted by the Governor's Council.
In addition, when Eli Bronson tried to steal a lot owned by the Prince
family, Lucy hired a lawyer and went back to court to fight. Then
when she felt that he was not performing sufficiently, she fired him
37
and argued the case herself. When Prince's son was denied entrance
to Williams College because of his race, she argued her case before
38
the board for three hours! Queen of Maryland argued in 1810 that
she could not have a fair and impartial trial in a court of law.
Remarkably, the court responded that she could not take such action
because it had not been determined whether she was free, in which case
36
Catterall, Judicial Cases, 1:121.
37
Marianna W. Davis, ed. Contributions of Black Women to
American, 2 vols. (Columbia, South Carolina: Kenday Press, 1982),
2:iv.
38
Greene, The Negro, 314-315. Not directly related to protest
but interesting as a suit involving a Black woman counsel was the
case of Elleanor Eldridge. In 1832, Eldridge of Warwick, Rhode Island
earned the title "amateur lawyer" when she represented her brother, a
respected community leader who was imprisoned for allegedly
horsebeating a man. Not only did she arrive on the scene in style (in
horse and buggy), but she posted his five-hundred dollar bail and
managed his entire case through an acquittal. (Ibid., 2:v.)
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her action would be legal, or slave, in which case it would not.
Elizabeth Jennings of New York sued the Third Avenue Railroad Company
40
in 1850 for ejecting her from a horsecar. Similarly, Sarah Parker
Remond sued a local Boston theatre after she was physically removed
41
for sitting in the whites-only section.
For Black women during the antebellum era, the court system
proved to be one effective means by which they could fight for their
freedom and address other grievances. Despite their peripheral
position in a country whose governing laws sanctioned their secondary
status as Black Americans, Black women felt entitled to exercise their
rights. Their willingness to challenge whites in a court of law
indicates their understanding of the importance of the legal process
in their quest for freedom and equality during the antebellum era.
39
Catterall, Judicial Cases, 4:62.
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Sarah E. Adams, Frederick Douglass' Paper, July 28, 1854 as
quoted in Dorothy Sterling, We Are Your Sisters: Black Women in
the Nineteenth Century (New York: W. W. Norton Co., 1984), 223-224.
41
Sterling, We Are, 176.
CHAPTER II
THE USE OF DAY TO DAY RESISTANCE TO COUNTER THE DAILY
OPPRESSION OF LIFE UNDER THE SLAVE INSTITUTION
Life on the plantation for the slave woman was a cruel lot.
Day after day of arduous labor under the watchful eye of the overseer
or master was physically and psychologically debilitating. Pregnancy
only lightened the workload slightly and the whip was never spared.
Slave testimonies document that women were whipped just like the
42
men. There was the constant fear of sexual abuse and the
psychological trauma caused by the sale of children, husbands and
friends. Needless to say, this combination of hard work, brutal
punishment and the separation of families and close friends broke the
spirit of even the most courageous slave. Therefore, methods to ease
the severity of life on the plantation were a necessity for everyday
survival. The day to day resistance exhibited by the slave woman to
counter the daily oppression of life under the slave institution was
by far the most common form of resistance by Black women during the
42
George P. Rawick, The American Slave; A Composite
Autobiography, 19 vols. (Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood Press,
1972), 16-VA:51. Elizabeth Sparks who was a Virginia slave recalled,
"Beat women! Why sure he beat women. Beat women jes1 lak men. Beat
women naked an1 wash 'em down in brine . . . ." (Ibid.) (Henceforth,




antebellum era. The tactics included work quotas, destroying
property, verbal and physical attacks against whites, poisoning and
murder, self-mutilation and suicide, sexual protest, and the
purchasing of freedom.
Work stoppages were employed to give brief respite from back-
breaking field labor. Quota-setting was common among the field hands
who would confer with one another to set limits on the amount of
cotton, sugar cane, and other crops, to be harvested on a given day.
Since crops like cotton were weighed at the end of a day's work and
punishments were meted out for poor yields, many workers would put
rocks in the bottoms of their baskets to make them heavier. One young
43
Black girl even urinated in her basket to add the extra weight.
Women had the extra advantage of using gender-specific illnesses and
conditions to get lighter work loads, extra rations, or special
treatment. Feigning pregnancy was a common ploy, although it was also
44
a trick that would be discovered in time with obvious consequences.
The destruction of property was especially useful in allowing
slaves to retaliate against their master, mistress or overseer.
Destroying tools and household items, botching up small tasks,
stealing, and abusing livestock were all ways to infuriate the master
without making it look intentional and thus avoiding severe punishment
43
Unwritten History of Slavery (Nashville, Tennessee: Fisk
University, 1945) as quoted in Sterling, We Are, 14.
44
C. S. Sydnor, Slavery in Mississippi (New York, 1933),
44 ff., as quoted in Grant, Black Protest, 50.
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in most instances. Arson was probably the most common of this form of
resistance and it was a crime not taken lightly. It often resulted in
severe lashings and even execution. In 1681 in colonial New England,
45
a Black voman named Maria was charged with incendarism. In 1741
Kate was convicted of attempting to burn down Charlestown,
46
Massachusetts! A Kentucky slave named Sarah poisoned a horse and
47
set fire to a stable and stockyard. A case before the courts of
Virginia revealed that a " . . . Rolling house was maliciously burnt
by a Negro woman . . . where she was Convicted . . . and Executed for
48
it. . ." In 1855 an Alabama slave named Martha was indicted and
49
sentenced to death for buring a dwelling house. In 1862, an
Arkansas slave woman named Mary was also convicted of setting fire to
50
a dwelling house.
Despite the physical and psychological power the master had
over the slave, slaves did take physical action against whites. These
45
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actions ranged from striking an overseer or mistress to murdering an
entire family. Harriet Mason recalled when she was a little girl,
"Missis told her brother . . . one day to whoop me. Everytime he hit
51
me, I'd hit him." Former Tennessee slave Mollie Moss saw a slave
woman "bust de skull" of her master with a shovel when he demanded she
52
stop nursing her sick baby and get back to the field. One slave
woman beat an overseer so badly that he had to be attended to by a
53
physician. Another hit her mistress so hard she slammed against a
54
panel and was killed. In 1844 an Alabama slave named Nancy was
indicted and found guilty for the attempted murder of a white woman
named Mary Beasley. The jury, which was two-thirds slaveowners, found
her guilty of assault with intent to kill. Because any voluntary
attempt by a slave to kill a white was considered a capital offense,
55
she was sentenced to hang. In 1853, Mississippi slave Laura and two
others were indicted for the murder of John D. Watkins. Apparently
her role in the incident was uncertain because her initial sentence of
51




Benjamin A. Botkin, Lay My_ Burden Down (Chicago: 1945) as
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C. Wilson Larison, Silvia Du Bois (Ringoes, New Jersey, 1883)
as quoted in Sterling We Are, 57.
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56
death was reduced to a reprimand. In North Carolina in 1860 Clara
and her son Jim were indicted for killing their master--Jim as the
actual murderer and Clara "as an accessory before the fact." Jim was
57
automatically convicted, while Clara later was found guilty also.
When Black women resorted to murder, the most common method was
poisoning. Naturally this method was more readily employed by the
house slaves. For this reason, whites were very careful about the
food made by their cooks, most of whom were Black women. They often
resorted to having their servants taste the food before they
themselves ate to be sure that poisonous substances or cut glass was
not mixed in. The victims included master and mistress alike--
sometimes even entire families. Tida of Maryland was sentenced to
death in 1757 for the attempted poisoning of her master Ephraim
58
Gover. In 1761 Bett Pone, also of Maryland, was indicted and then
59
pardoned for the attempted poisoning of her overseer David Robinson.
Sue, a North Carolina slave, was charged with intent to poison William
Cooke and his family with arsenic and initially sentenced to be
"hanged by the neck until she be dead." Her counsel, however, argued
that the county had no authority to convict her of a crime not deemed
56








punishable by death according to state law and that a slave could not
be punished differently than a free person for the same offense.
60
Therefore, the decision was reversed.
In 1821, there was an interesting conspiracy between two North
Carolina slaves and a white man. Poll, Lavinia and a man named John
Skinner schemed to poison Samuel Skinner (relation to John not
stated). The testimony indicated that John Skinner allegedly
suggested that Lavinia urge Poll to put some arsenic in water if
Samuel Skinner asked for it during the night. Although the two women
were found guilty and sentenced to death, there was no mention of the
61
motive of John Skinner or of his fate. Another interesting case
occurred in Alabama in 1847. A slave named Clarissa was charged with
attempting to poison "white persons", including her overseer, with
jimson weed. Remarkably, Clarissa's own mother testified against her
in this case because she did not want to see her master die. Initi
ally Clarissa denied committing the act, even when she was severely
whipped to force a confession. However, she apparently confessed
after she learned of her mother's testimony. She was sentenced to be
hanged, but the decision was reversed when it could not be proved that
62
jimson weed was poisonous. In 1850, Ann, a Tennessee slave, was
60






convicted of the murder of her owner's infant child. The murder
apparently was inadvertent, however. She confessed that she gave the
baby laudanum at the urging of her lover so that the baby would sleep
63
until she returned. A similar case occurred in 1859 involving a
Georgia slave named Sarah who was charged with attempted poisoning of
the Williams family. Sarah confessed to having a white powder
substance, inconclusively identified as strychnine. A William Powell,
identified in the court records as Sarah's "paramour", testified that
he urged Sarah to put the powder in water, and that when she refused,
he did it himself. Ironically, Sarah was found guilty, with much
deliberation over whether the death penalty should be considered.
However, Howell, who was probably white, was sentenced to seven years
64
imprisonment. Dinah, an Alabama slave girl aged five or six,
testified that an old Black woman urged her to poison her mistress'
infant after she (Dinah) complained that she was tired of caring for
65
it. In 1865, a Virginia slave named Elvira was found guilty of
attempting to poison the family of her owner C. Ford. She was
sentenced "to be sold and transported beyond the Confederate States."
However, her owner applied for a writ of habeas corpus to block the
transport on grounds that the conviction was made with less than a
63






majority of justices and therefore, she should be returned to him.
This action was upheld, exemplifying the value a slave had to his/her
66
owner even if she attempted to murder his family!
There were often brutal responses to life under such a brutal
system. In 1849, a Mississippi slave named Cicily was found guilty of
67
killing her master and family with an axe. Another woman retaliated
against her overseer after he reprimanded her by chopping him to death
68
with a hoe. In 1839, severe coercion forced Ellick to confess and
later testify in court, that he assisted his mother Fanny, a Missouri
69
slave, in murdering the two children of William Florence. In 1832,
The Liberator reported a case involving a Missouri slave named Mary
who was found guilty in 1837 of beating and drowning her owner's
child. A Black woman domestic of Middlebourne, Tyler County,
Virginia followed through on her promise to kill the fiancee of a
young male friend of her owner's family after he insulted her. It was
apparent that he did not believe her, for one day when the fiancee
needed to cross a river, the woman offered to row her and half way
66
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across dumped the fiancee into the water, hitting her with the oar and
holding her under until she drowned. When the woman was arrested, she
readily confessed.
Black women's serious attempts at self-mutilation, suicide and
the murder of their own children are to be viewed as a protest against
the status of slavery. Many slaves purposely maimed themselves or
took actions to prolong a sickness or injury in order to get out of
work or to prevent being punished or sold. Others, knowing their
value as slaves, mained themselves simply to spite their masters. One
slave woman put her hand on a meat block and chopped off three fingers
72
when her master threatened to sell her to New Orleans. Another
purposely rubbed dirt in an open wound to slow down the healing
73
process. An early documented suicide involved Ann Beetle of
74
Maryland who in 1664 drowned herself. One slave woman was so
distraught after the sale of her husband that she attempted suicide
75
once with a knife and again by hanging. The contemplation of
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raising children in slavery drove some women to murder their own
children rather than have them grow up as slaves. Nat Turner's
African mother, upset at giving birth to a child in slavery, had to be
physically constrained from killing it. Cheek suggests that knowledge
of this incident perhaps partially inspired Turner later to plan and
76
lead what became the major slave rebellion of the era. In 1794 a
Pennsylvania court tried a Black woman for the murder of her bastard
child. A North Carolina slave named Charity was tried in 1830 for
the murder of her children. Interestingly, the prosecutor wanted the
master to testify against her, but the court saw this as a conflict of
78
interest, as he would be more concerned about his property loss.
Another woman poisoned her fourth baby because she knew it would be
79
sold away as her others had been. Sylvia, mother of thirteen
80
children, killed them all rather than see them sold into slavery.
Margaret Garner, a Kentucky fugitive slave enroute to Ohio with her
76
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family, slit the throat of one of her children when a posse of whites
81
surrounded the house where they were hiding. The 1831 Christmas Eve
edition of The Liberator reported about another Kentucky slave woman
82
who drown her three children after being scolded by her master.
Black women also were subjected to gender-specific oppression
and responded in kind with protective forms of sexual protest. The
most obvious form of sexual oppression was rape. Fighting off sexual
advances was a lesson the female slave learned early in life. The
slave narratives abound with accounts of the Black women's resistance
to rape or their fear of such an occurrence. Some gave in to such
attacks to thwart severe punishment. Others fought by exchanging
physical blows, running away and other methods. Linda Brent fled
83
North to escape the constant sexual harassment of her owner. One
slave woman threw herself out of an open window to avoid being raped
8A
by a slave catcher.
Resistance to rape was not the only form of sexual protest.
Black women took issue when owners used them for breeding purposes.
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Rose Williams resisted her master's attempts to make her breed with a
85
fellow slave by chasing the chosen one with a three foot poker.
Many Black women chose not to have mixed-race babies or any babies,
for that matter, who would be slaves, as evidenced by the use of
herbs, roots, and seeds as contraceptives and abortives. The
implications of such actions were fully understood by Black women. A
slave named Jane Blake remarked that if all Black women thought the
same about abortions, slavery would disappear. Even Black women in
"acknowledged" relationships with white men as concubines did attempt
to gain some concessions, if not for themselves, then for their
children. Gaining freedom was a primary concern, followed by
education for the children. A few attempted to make such
relationships "legal", like one Black woman who threatened to leave
86
her white mate if she was not legally acknowledged.
Not much could have been accomplished in resistance attempts
had the slaves not assisted one another. Messages of importance
travelled via the "Afro-American hotline", a fact not lost on whites
like the owner of Sally Polk who accused her of "gaping to hear all
87
she could" when she performed her chores. The slave community
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established clear lines of communication between the domestics in the
"big house" and the slaves in the field. As one former slave
recollected, "The slaves used to get together in their cabins and tell
88
one another the news of the evening." Susie King Taylor often wrote
89
passes for her grandmother and other Blacks. Milla Grayson was a
90
slave who ran a midnight school from 11 p.m. to 2 a.m. Harriet
Tubman, known as the "Moses of Her People," made nineteen trips to the
South with a $40,000 reward on her head to lead over three hundred
91
slaves to freedom via the Underground Railroad. Her tactics
included the use of coded messages to alert potential runaways of her
92
presence.
Although freedom seemed an unattainable goal, the record shows
that many Black women successfully purchased their own freedom, as
well as that of their family and friends. They most often raised
money by hiring themselves out, a common practice whereby a master
would allow his/her slaves to work off the plantation for a wage with
88
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a percentage of the earnings being remitted to the owner. During her
early years as a slave, Elizabeth Keckley, who later became personal
maid to Mrs. Mary Todd Lincoln, hired herself out as a seamstress to
93
raise the money to purchase her freedom as well as that of her son.
Louisa Piquet was a former slave who had been sold from her family
when she was fourteen. Many years later, she gained her freedom and
devoted her time to purchasing her mother's freedom through letter
94
writing and fund-raising. The Freedom's Journal of 1827 reported
about a Mrs. Betsey Smith Madison who purchased her freedom as well as
95
that of a female friend. A South Carolina slave woman so impressed
the courts of that state by using the extra money she earned to
purchase the freedom of another slave girl that the judge and jury
96
cited her action as "singular and extraordinary."
Perhaps most unusual and inspiring are the examples of Black
women participants in the two major wars of the antebellum era, the
American Revolution and the Civil War. Their participation is
significant because these women made a political statement by aligning
themselves with the fight for freedom from oppression. A truly
93
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remarkable story is that of Deborah Gannet who participated in the
American Revolution disguised as a man named Robert Shurtliff. She
joined the army on May 10, 1782 and served with the Fourth
Massachusetts Regiment until 1783. Shurtliff was even honored by the
97
general court of Massachuseets in 1791. A number of Black women
both slave and free offered their services in some form during the
Civil War. Sojourner Truth, a former New York slave turned
98
abolitionist, served as a fund-raiser, lecturer and nurse. Harriet
Tubman was also a nurse, as well as a scout and spy for the Union
99 100
Army. Elizabeth Keckley was maid and confidante to Mrs. Lincoln.
Mary Elizabeth Bowser, slave of southern pro-Unionist Elizabeth Van
Lew, was placed by Van Lew in the home of Jefferson Davis in order to
101
obtain top classified information!
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Clearly the physical and psychological effects of slavery were
very real and slave women employed various methods to protect
themselves from the daily battering. Their methods included short-
term tactics such as work quotas, food poisoning, the destruction of
property, physical and verbal retaliation against whites, as well as
more extreme responses to sexual assaults by fighting back or running
away. The use of contraceptives and abortives thwarted attempts to
use their bodies for breeding purposes. Slaves assisted one another
in small but significant ways by relaying messages, writing passes,
and teaching each other to read and write. Others were able to
purchase their freedom, as well as that of their relatives and
friends. Finally, slave women aligned themselves politically for
freedom from oppression by actively participating in the war efforts
of the era.
CHAPTER III
RUNAWAYS AND ORGANIZED SLAVE REBELLIONS
While the majority of slaves relied on the temporary effects of
day to day resistance to ease the burden of slave life, others pursued
a life free from bondage. Running away and the use of organized slave
rebellions were the two most common tactics to this end. The former
was clearly the more successful and most widely used of the two.
Running away was often a difficult option for female slaves. The age
of the average runway was between sixteen and thirty-five years, a
time during which the slave woman was in the throes of her
reproductive years. In addition, because women were the primary
caretakers, children tied women to the plantation more than they did
102
the men. William Still of the Underground Railroad observed that
103
women fugitives undertook a much greater risk than male runaways.
Nevertheless, despite the difficulties, there were a significant
number of female runaways.
Many times runaways merely left the plantation for temporary
respite from punishment or grueling labor. For example, one slave
102
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woman hid in the woods for two weeks out of fear that she would be
punished for burning the bread she baked for her master. Others, with
the aid of relatives and friends, lived in the woods as fugitives for
years. A slave woman who escaped from a coffle of travelling slaves
hid out in a cave and would sneak out to the plantation for food or
rely on the provisions her husband or other slaves would bring to her.
Another lived in a cave for seven years and gave birth to three
104
children with only her husband to assist with delivery.
Many of the successful runway attempts involved slaves from the
upper South. Runaways from the deep South were usually urban slaves
with some learning and money. Certainly young women slaves had an
advantage in terms of the stamina and agility necessary for a
successful escape. However, there are a number of documented cases of
female runaways anywhere between forty and ninety years of age!
During her lifetime, Jane Davis endured the sale of half of her twelve
children. She finally fled when she heard that she was about to be
sold. Although unsure of her age, she estimated it between sixty and
105
seventy years. A number of Black women defied the odds and made
escape attempts while pregnant or with their children in tow. In
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1849, a Kentucky woman named Caroline escaped with her four children
by hiding out in an abandoned house of a white man who had secret
intentions of returning them to their owner. When they realized his
plan, they escaped and continued their journey. Their owner sued the
106
man in court for losing his slaves. In rare instances, a woman
would leave her children and family in slavery. Others left children
in the care of husbands or trusted guardians until they could make
arrangements for them. In 1856, Emeline Chapman, a District of
Columbia slave, left her two children and husband in slavery.
Although she inquired much about their welfare, there is no indication
107
that the family was ever reunited.
The methods of escape employed by Black women runaways
encompassed the simple to the ingenious. Although the motives for
escape were many, they generally reflected a desire to put an end to
the oppressive life of slavery. It was not difficult for the slave to
figure out the best destination for escape. Most masters spoke ill of
the North to discourage runaway attempts, therefore, slaves knew that
North meant freedom. Most started out on foot. Maria Dorsey, along
with two male companions, walked the entire distance from Washington,
108
D.C. to Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. Others devised speedier means.
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One was to travel as a stowaway on a boat. Catherine Cole, a young
mulatto woman, was discovered on a boat leaving New Orleans enroute to
109
Philadelphia. Although Henry Box Brown's escape from slavery in a
box may be more widely known, a number of Black women also travelled
as shipped cargo! In 1857, a pregnant Baltimore woman was packed in a
box with straw as cushioning and a small hole for air. When it
finally was received and opened, she was so weak she appeared dead and
110
it took three days for her to regain her strength and speech. In
another trip that took almost eighteen hours, Baltimore slave Lear
Green was shipped in a chest equipped with a quilt, pillow, clothes,
food and water. The mother of her fiancee, a free Black woman,
travelled with the chest and occasionally opened it a crack to check
111
on Lear and give her some air. One group of ambitious slaves
travelled on horses stolen from their owners. On Christmas Eve in
1855, Mary Elizabeth and Emily Foster, along with their companions,
fought off a posse of whites who attempted to thwart their escape.
The two women fought as valiantly as the men, taunting their pursuers
to shoot. One of the women was armed with a double-barrel pistol in
109
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one hand and a long dirk knife in the other. Caroline Hammond's
family escaped from Baltimore to Pennsylvania with the assistance of a
white abolitionist who hid the group in a covered wagon he used to
transport goods.
Disguises were another useful tactic utilized by female
runaways. They were particularly useful to those with a far distance
to travel. Perhaps the most ingenious and well-known use of disguises
was that of Ellen and William Craft. Because Ellen was light
complexioned enough to pass as white, these two Georgia slaves devised
a scheme where Ellen posed as an invalid white gentlemen travelling
North for medical reasons with his slave (her husband). Ellen was
illiterate so her arm was put in a sling to prevent her having to do
any writing. In addition, a poultice was put around her jaw to keep
conversation to a minimum and she wore eyeglasses to prevent any
reading. In this manner, the Crafts successfully escaped to the
114
North. Many times passing as white was the only "disguise" needed.
Matilda and Maria were two house slaves described in a runaway
advertisement as persons who "unless particularly examined, would be
taken for white women." A liberal reward was offered for their
112
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capture. Other Black women used the pretense of being hired help
to escape. It was common for a female fugitive to pretend to be a
domestic delivering freshly pressed laundry aboard ships docked at
wharfs. Using this tactic, they could usually get past the ships'
officers and in touch with an agent of the Underground Railroad who
116
would then hide them on board. Other kinds of tricks were employed
as well. Charlotte Giles and Harriet Eglin successfully escaped by
117
railroad disguised as veiled mourners. Donning male attire was
another successful disguise not limited in use to Ellen Craft. A
Virginia slave named Clarissa Davis hid out for seventy-five days with
a one thousand dollar reward posted for her capture before she finally
disguised herself in men's clothing and escaped to a ship where she
118
was hidden in a box and shipped North. Ann Maria Weems was a mere
fifteen years old with a five hundred dollar reward posted for her
when she successfully escaped from slavery disguised as a boy servant
119
to a white abolitionist doctor.
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Organized rebellions were carefully planned attempts on the
part of slaves to escape or overthrow the slave institution. They
were a collective response to the brutalities of slavery. Most
planned revolts ended in failure because Blacks simply could not
compete with white fire power. Nevertheless, the slaves believed that
revolts could be successful. The not-so-guarded fear whites expressed
concerning slave insurrections certainly added to their belief.
Restrictions on the mobility of slaves and free Blacks and the
presence of extra patrollers were some of the manifestations of this
deep seeded fear.
The common tactics of organized rebellion included collusion,
120
secrecy, surprise attack, murder and sabotage. Slaves were
ingenious in their tactical skills. Detailed strategies, guidelines,
and targeted places were laid out. One anti-slavery newspaper
reported about a captured conspirator who had a homemade map drawn in
pokeberry juice on his person. Codes and symbols conveyed messages
and information to fellow conspirators. For example, revolts were
referred to as "earthquakes," and a plait in the hair over the left
121
eye served as an identifying signal to fellow participants.
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Groups such as the Indians and the Quakers were often excluded as
122
targets because of their known disapproval of slavery.
White fear of Black insurrection meant that slaves caught in
planning such activity met almost certain death. In 1732, a Louisiana
woman was hanged after her role as a co-conspirator in a slave revolt
123
was revealed. In 1774, a group of female and male slaves of St.
Andrews Parish, Georgia rebelled killing four whites and wounding
124
three others. Most revealing is the periodic difference in the
punishment of female and male participants. Black women were more
often accused of being "devil women" and burned at the stake while
their male counterparts were whipped and hanged. A slave named Maria
and two male companions were tried for attempted arson. She was
125
labelled a "devil woman" and burned at the stake.
At times the mere sign of a group of Blacks engaged in the most
innocent of activities triggered panic among whites. For example, in
1831, an assembly of Blacks gathered on the shores of the Nanitcoke
River for worship, was misconstrued as Blacks planning a rebellion.
This rumor caused much "alarm and consternation" throughout the state
122
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until the correct information was learned. In another incident,
sixty slaves gathered near a swamp were suspected of being
127
insurrectionist and shot. In 1730, a New Orleans slave woman
threatened violence against a French soldier who struck her. This
action aroused the suspicion of many, even the governor of the state
128
and resulted in her execution by hanging. One North Carolina
slave woman ingeniously used white fear of insurrection to her own
advantage. She contrived a plan to kill her master and then put the
129
blame on the slave revolts occurring in the area at the time.
Black women actively participated in every stage of organized
rebellions, including planning, fighting, sabotage and murder. In
1800, Nancy Prosser assisted her husband Gabriel in leading one
130
thousand slaves in a march on the city of Richmond, Virginia. In
1811, two North Carolina Black women were captured as a result of
131
their rebellion activities. Black women, men and children ran a
fort in Florida as a shelter for runaways and as an operation base
126
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from which they harassed local slaveholders. In St. Landry Parish,
Louisiana, two Black women were the first of a group of thirty armed
133
slaves to surrender when their rebellion attempt was defeated. In
1857 in Bovina, Mississippi, a fight between a group of fugitives and
134
slaveholders resulted in the capture of one woman and three men.
The destruction of property and the killing of whites were
crucial tactics for causing widespread fear and confusion, as well as
obtaining supplies and ammunition. Of the white population,
slaveholding families and overseers were the primary target of Black
rebels. As aforementioned, in 1681, a slave named Maria was burned at
135
the stake for attempted arson of her master's home. In 1712, a
pregnant Black woman was among those arrested for setting fire to a
136
slaveholder's house in New York City. In 1754, a South Carolina
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Most rebellions, no matter what size or how well planned, ended
in failure. Even the most successfully executed rebellion of the era
led by Nat Turner of Southampton, Virginia, was betrayed by a fellow
slave. In 1816, a Black woman of Spotsville, Virginia betrayed a
planned revolt organized by a local white named George Boxley. In
1859, a slave woman revealed a plot near Clarksville, Virginia. In
1860, another Virginia slave girl betrayed a plot in Winston
138
County. The reasons slaves engaged in such acts of betrayal is
difficult to assess. Undoubtedly, some felt a loyalty to their
masters, while others knew that such information would earn them
favors and even freedom.
Running away and organizing rebellions were two means for slave
women to escape from slavery. Children and family ties made running
away a difficult option for some slave women. Nevertheless, they
chose to flee, often with their children and families in tow. They
travelled on foot, by boat, on horseback, by railcar, packed in boxes,
and donned in disguises--all to ensure successful escape. Organized
rebellions represented a larger, collective tactic which included
extensive planning, secrecy, surprise attack, sabotage and murder.
Although most slave rebellions ended in failure, Black women
participated in every stage of their planning and they suffered severe
punishments for their actions. Black women were often accused of
being "devil women" and were burned at the stake. Despite the great
138
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risks running away and organizing rebellions posed for its
participants, they remain popular methods of resistance throughout the
antebellum era.
CHAPTER IV
THE ROLE OF FREE NORTHERN BLACK WOMEN IN PROTESTING SLAVERY
AND THE OPPRESSED CONDITION OF BLACK WOMEN
A vanguard of well educated, economically secure and
politically active free Black women organized and shaped Black protest
activity and rhetoric in the North and constituted a crucial force in
articulating and addressing the political, social and economic
concerns of Blacks during this period. The northern free Black woman
could readily empathize with her enslaved sister's experience of
oppression under slavery. Many had immediate relatives who had been
enslaved or were themselves the offspring of former slaves. In
addition, because racial discrimination recognized no socio-economic
distinctions, they endured much of the same oppressive treatment--
segregation, curfews, harassment and sexual threats, even slights from
fellow white abolitionists. Nevertheless, the free northern Black
woman utilized her various talents, education and resources to protest
slavery and racial oppression. Much of this was accomplished through
literary efforts, aid societies and organized political activities.
Nineteenth century intellectualism made literary endeavors a
popular vehicle by which to express personal ideas. Writing
functioned as a survival tactic for Black women and as such




racist, sexist society. This articulation of Black women's views
was a crucial form of resistance to oppression. Colonial America
produced the first Black woman recognized as a poet in America. Lucy
Terry, who was bom in 1730 in Deerfield, Massachusetts, began writing
poetry at the tender age of sixteen. Her poem "Bars Flight"
interestingly was not about Blacks, but the struggle between Native
Americans and whites. It was not published until 1895, some five
140
decades after it was written.
The themes dealt with in the creative writing of Black women
cover a broad spectrum of topics including religion, race, sex and
slavery. Josephine Brown, daughter of ex-slave-turned-poet/playwright
William Wells Brown, authored Biography of an American Bondsman, by
141
his Daughter. Phillis Wheatley was a widely read eighteenth
century poet who was brought to America as a girl slave at the age of
eight and achieved remarkable proficiency in languages and writing.
Her poems dealt with Christianity, the slave trade, and African
142
identity. Although her work often is downplayed as non-
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revolutionary and imitative of white literary efforts, the
significance of her contribution and what she represented was not lost
on nineteenth century Black women who would continue the literary
legacy left by Wheatley and others. Said Charlotte Forten, "Her
character and genius afford . . . proof of the falseness . . . that
143
hers is an inferior race."
Creative writing as a career was a rare option for most Black
women writers. Francis Ellen Watkins Harper was one of a few able to
support her family after she was widowed by supplementing her activist
work by writing and lecturing. For Black women getting their work
published was a feat in and of itelf. By 1788 Maria and Harriet
Falconar had to have their work "Poems on Slavery" published in
London. Even the beloved Wheatley was "bullied" by the white
144
establishment who would only publish select pieces of her works.
The anti-slavery newspapers also published many poems written by Black
women who often submitted work under pseudonyms. One issue of The
Liberator commented, "Our correspondent 'Ada' and 'Magawisca,1 we are
proud to learn, is a colored lady of Philadelphia." A popular theme
of Ada's poems was slavery. In "The Slave Girls Address to Her
Mother," she depicts the encouragement a slave daughter gives her
mother in spite of the oppressive conditions under which they
143
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live. Another, "The Slave" points out the contradictions of the
Revolutionary Philosophy and the issue of slavery in these revealing
lines:
Our sires? Who once in freedom's cause,
Their boasted freedom sought and won,
For deeds of glory gained applause,
When patriot feeling led them on ...
Oh surely they have quite forgot,
That bondage once had been their lot;
The sweets of freedom now they know,
146
They care not for the captive's woe?
Other literary contributors included "a young lady of color" who wrote
a poem entitled "The Death of an Infant Slave," Zillah, author of
"Moonlight," and Ella, who wrote an open letter entitled "Friend of
Childhood," in which she advised a young male friend to represent the
147
race well.
Not all literary efforts were of the creative genre. The anti-
slavery newspaper, both Black and white, received numerous letters
from their female readership responding to the issues of the day
concerning Blacks, such as education, women's duties, politics,
colonization, religion, and discrimination. In their letters they
commented, encouraged, preached, and even scolded. Beta in a letter
145
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reprinted from the The New Haven Record described her visit with the
148
Africans of the Amistad. Beatrice wrote a letter encouraging
female education commenting,
. . . the cultivation of a woman's mind is all important . . .
far more so than the adornment of the body; for what is
beautiful form . . . when there is a vacancy within, that the
149
tinsel of finery can never hide?
A teacher named Zillah wrote in about a bill before the legislature in
1832 which prohibited Black migration into Pennsylvania. She
encouraged readers to remain on the morally correct side of the issue,
drawing an analogy with the life of a Quaker woman, who though whipped
150
because of her beliefs, remained steadfast. Another woman
identified only as "A Colored Female of Philadelphia" argued that
Blacks should not emigrate to a county like Africa or Canada where
they would draw attention to themselves as a distinct people. Rather,
she advocated Mexico as a place where Blacks could be free and equal
members of an open society and not merely a colony of Blacks in a sea
151
of others. Catherine Holmes expressed misgivings about her son's
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migration to Liberia. A woman identified only as "colored lady"
felt
. . . induced to write a few lines of encouragement to us as a
people . . . [t]he same God that made them, hath made us, and
will save all who put our trust in God . . . Although they may
153
bind our bodies, they cannot bind our souls. . . .
Ella of Philadelphia commended The Liberator for its timely remarks
against the segregation of Blacks in places of worship, but also
expressed concern over the fact that "friends and enemies of the Black
race" insisted on using "negro," a term she considered
154
condescending. Harriet Brent Jacobs wrote a rebuttal to a letter
written by a white woman who insisted slaves were not sold from their
155
families except in extenuating circumstances. A Black female
reader from Medford, Massachusetts blasted whites who insisted that
Blacks were a race born for slavery by calling them "un-Christian,"
and further expressed that the injustices endured by Blacks were a
"national sin". She succinctly stated, "Multitudes are trembling
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under the most tyrannical laws of a free government! How can I trust
156
my life or my liberty in such violent hands?"
Mary Ann Shadd Cary was the first Black woman on the North
American continent to establish her own newspaper, entitled the Free-
man. In 1851, after being in Canada for only six months, she authored
a forty-four page pamphlet entitled A Plea for Emifiration or Notes of
Ca"ada West, in Its Moral. Social and Political Aspects. Hailing from
a family of activists, she was not one to shy away from controversy.
Through her newspaper and political work, she uncovered the exploita
tive activities of Black abolitionists/migrationists Mary and Henry
Bibb of the Refugee Home Society, who were taking advantage of newly-
157
arrived Black migrants to Canada. She also courageously published
a local Black woman's account of how she had been victimized by a
158
white man in a rape attempt. In addition, Cary compiled the
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Because Black women were discouraged from taking part in public
forums, they formed "mental and moral improvement" organizations under
such names as the Daughters of Allen Society, the Female Benevolent
Society, the African Dorcas Association, the Female Literary
Association, the Afric-American Female Intelligence Society, the
Colored Female Religious and Moral Society and numerous others. Their
activities included collecting clothes and running schools, orphanages
and shelters. They also responded to the specific political and
economic needs of other groups and individuals by raising funds to
assist anit-slavery newspapers and anti-slavery crusades. The African
160
Dorcas Association collected clothes for destitute children. The
Afric-American Female Intelligence Society of Boston had activities
centered around "... the diffusion of knowledge, the suppression of
vice and immorality . . . [and] the gross ignorance under which we
161
have too long labored ..." The First Colored Female Benevolent
Society of Portland ran a shelter "where [those of a] frail nature may
162
find a shelter from the rude storms of misfortune ..." In 1862,
Elizabeth Keckley founded the Contraband Relief Association and was
co-founder of the Home for Destitute Women and Children, the
Washington Institute, an organization which focused on assisting
160
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163
Blacks freed during the Civil War. In 1848 free Black women in
164
Ohio held an anti-slavery bazaar to aid the North Star. Some of
the best organizers and fund raisers were the Black women of New York
state. In 1837 Mrs. Sarah B. Melvin and Eliza D. Richards hosted a
165
fund raiser for the Colored American. The Women's Association of
Philadelphia raised money to support The North Star, stating "...
(the) success of our cause depends . . . upon Self-Exertion and . . .
the Press and Public Lectures are the most powerful means ..." In
1860, New York women held a highly successful fair, the proceeds of
166
which aided the New York Colored Orphan Asylum. The Daughters of
Allen and the African Benevolent Society of Rhode Island encouraged
the purchase of "free produce" by boycotting products produced by
slaves. Conversely, another Black woman's group, the Colored Female
167
Produce Society, displayed the products produced by slaves.
Ironically, Blacks were not vigorously encouraged to join the
white anti-slavery societies and those that reluctantly admitted
Blacks often segregated them from the main body. In response to this
163
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discrimination, Black women formed their own Black female anti-slavery
societies. The Colored Female Religious and Moral Society of Salem,
Massachusetts and the Female Anti-Slavery Society of Middletown,
Connecticut were Black female affiliates of the American Anti-Slavery
Society. A few Black women even held prominent positions in the
larger white female organizations. In 1837, Grace Douglass, mother of
Sarah M. Douglass, was the sole Black woman in the executive body of
the Anti-Slavery Convention of American women held that year, and
168
served as treasurer for the subsequent two years. In Philadelphia,
Boston, Rochester, Salem and Lynn, the anti-slavery societies were
integrated. Two of the larger organizations, the Female Anti-Slavery
Society of Philadelphia and the Boston Female Anti-Slavery Society had
Black women charter members and office holders including Harriet
Purvis, Sarah Mapps Douglass, Sarah and Margaretta Forten and Susan
Paul. Other cities like New York, which certainly did not lack Black
women activists, had no Black female members of white abolitionist
169
societies.
Despite the effectiveness of public speaking in the
abolitionist movement, it was not an activity encouraged for women
activists. However, Black women did not shy away from the Black
protest rhetoric of the day, although many, including Black men, were
168
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reluctant to have them as spokespersons. In spite of the fact that
Clarissa Beman served as president of the Female Anti-Slavery Society
of Middletown, Connecticut, her son, abolitionist Amos G. Beman
publically opposed the integration of women in the American Anti-
170
Slavery Society. Clarissa C. Lawrence, Vice-President of the Salem
Female Anti-Slavery Society took the floor to speak out against
171
racism. Sojourner Truth was always a popular speaker on both the
172
anti-slavery and women's rights circuits. Mary Ann Shadd Cary
lectured to the Eleventh Colored National Convention of 1855 in
Philadelphia on migration to Canada in the face of visible opposition,
as migration was not a popular subject among many Black
173
abolitionists. Two other Black women, Edmonia Highgate and Francis
174
Ellen Watkins Harper spoke at the 1864 Black convention. In 1832,
Maria W. Stewart was the first American woman to deliver a public
lecture, predating her white American female counterparts, the Grimke
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sisters, by five years. She lectured regularly as a full-time
employed activist with the Maine Anti-Slavery Association and her
public speeches were published in a pamphlet entitled Mediations from
176
the Pen of Mrs. Maria VL_ Stewart. Frances Ellen Watkins Harper,
like Stewart, was also hired by the Maine Anti-Slavery Association as
an activist. She spoke out on such issues as the free produce
177
movement and the economics of slavery. She was one of the first
178
persons to advocate the use of boycotts as a protest tactic.
Acts of civil disobedience were employed by free Black women
activists in an effort to help fugitive slaves gain freedom. Black
women were indispensible in assisting their husbands in manning
"stations" along the Underground Railroad. Discussion of the
Railroad's activities often does not emphasize the risks involved for
its workers who lived in constant danger of being caught illegally
harboring fugitive slaves. For two consecutive issues in 1827, The
Freedman's Journal reported on the case of Hannah Elliott, which
serves as an example of the risks involved. She, along with her
daughter and two sons, was found guilty of harboring two young slave
175
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girls who belonged to a New York woman. Hannah was sentenced to two
years imprisonment and her children to sixteen months. In addition, a
fine was levied based on the number of days the slaves were not
available for service, the consequence of non-payment being sale at a
public auction, a fate which befell the family when they could not pay
179
the fine. Nevertheless, these risks did not discourage Black
women. Harriet Forten and her husband had a trapdoor for runaways in
their house in Byberry, Pennsylvania. Mary Lyon also assisted her
husband in hiding runaways. Women such as Francis Harper and
Elizabeth Gloucester offered moral support and money to John Brown and
180
other participants of the Harper's Ferry attack. Forceful and
innovative actions were also taken on occasion. In 1836, a group of
Black women rescued two fugitive slaves from a Boston courtroom.
Another group of women activists, led by Mrs. Nancy Prince, a
prominent Black Bostonian, resorted to wrestling and stone-throwing to
fight off a slave catcher who had come to reclaim a fugitive slave.
By screaming fire in a Troy, New York courtroom in 1859, the ingenious
Harriet Tubman was able to disguise a fugitive with her bonnet and
181
hustle him out to safety and freedom.
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The role of this small elite group of northern free Black women
was crucial to the fight against slavery and oppression. These women
readily empathized with their enslaved sisters. They endured similar
racial and sexual discriminations by whites in the North, even from
the white abolitionists with whom they worked closely. By writing,
lecturing, and forming Black female organizations, they were able to
focus their educational, literary and political talents on bringing
the special condition of Black women of the antebellum era into the
socio-political arena.
CONCLUSION
An exploration of the myths concerning the lives of Black women
in history makes it clear that a reassessment of their role in
resistance to slavery and oppression during the antebellum era is
certainly in order. Historical documentation, including the personal
accounts of the slave and the free Black, reveals that Blacks were
anything but passive in their attempts to fight a system that worked
in every way to strip them of their personhood. It is a most
unfortunate oversight that the participation of the Black woman in
resisting this attack on her person, community, and culture has been
acknowledged only in a cursory fashion. The legacy of Black women's
resistance in antebellum America can be documented from the Middle
Passage through the Civil War. Black women both slave and free made
full use of the legal system to fight for freedom and address other
grievances. Despite their peripheral status in America, they felt
entitled to exercise their rights and to challenge whites in a court
of law. Their cases indicate an understanding of the importance of
the legal process in securing freedom and equality.
Slave women engaged in both subtle and brutal forms of day to
day resistance to protect themselves, their families and their
community from the physical and psychological oppression of plantation
life. Their methods included tactics such as work quotas, food
62
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poisoning, the destruction of property, physical and verbal
retaliation against whites, as well as more extreme responses such as
murder, self-mutilation and suicide. Black women responded to sexual
assault by fighting back and running away to prevent rape and using
contraceptives and abortives to thwart attempts to use their bodies
for breeding purposes. Slaves assisted one another by relaying
messages, writing passes, and teaching each other to read and write.
Many even purchased their freedom as well as that of their friends and
loved ones. A small but significant number of women aligned
themselves politically for freedom from oppression by actively
participating in the war efforts of the era.
Running away and organizing rebellions were two means for slave
women to escape from slavery. They travelled on foot, by boat, on
horseback, by railcar, packed in boxes and donned in disguises.
Organized rebellions was a larger, collective tactic which called for
the use of extensive planning, secrecy and surprise attack, sabotage
and murder. Black women participated in every phase of rebellion
planning and suffered severe punishments for their actions. Often
they were accused of being "devil women" and were burned at the stake.
Free Black women of the North focused their literary, social,
political and economic activities on bringing the condition of Black
women to the forefront during the era. These women readily empathized
with their enslaved sisters, as they endured similar racial and sexual
discriminations as the hands of whites in the North, including the
white abolitionists with whom they worked closely. They constituted a
64
crucial force in articulating and addressing the concerns of Blacks
during this period. It is hoped that when the record is finally set
straight on the experience of the antebellum Black woman, it will
serve as a testimony of her ability to emerge from a baptism of fire
in tact, representing a vanguard of women who inspired future
generations of Black women to continue to agitate on behalf of the
rights of Blacks, as well as of women.
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